It is easier to learn the meaning of forms with a canonical stress pattern
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ABSTRACT
Generative linguistics is predicated on a conceptual
distinction between the lexicon and the grammar.
However in practice, lexical and grammatical
acquisition are interdependent: phonotactics are
projected in part from the lexicon [17], while the
underlying form of a morpheme depends on the
pattern of contrast and neutralization determined by
the grammar [25]. This paper demonstrates a
causative effect of phonotactic knowledge on wordlearning.
Stress position is contrastive in English, but trochees
are statistically predominant in the lexicon. This
study asks whether it is easier to learn novel trochaic
words than iambic ones. It was found that novel
trochaic and iambic forms are remembered equally
well, but the form-meaning association was better
learned for trochees.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Word-learning plays a central role in language
acquisition. Aside from representing the entities and
events that we talk about, words also provide an
important seat for grammatical generalizations. For
example, a consensus position is that at least some
phonotactic knowledge is projected from the lexicon
[2, 4, 17]. Put simply, word-learning shapes and
constrains grammar learning.
Grammar learning also shapes word-learning. For
example, French stress is assigned at or near the end
of a phonological phrase, regardless of what or how
many words the phrase contains. Therefore, it is
widely agreed that stress information is simply not a
part of French lexical representations, and therefore
does not need to be learned during word learning
[16]. Properties which nearly always signal a
meaning difference, such as obstruent voicing in
French, must be stored in lexical representations
[25].
The position of English stress is lexically
contrastive, e.g. REcord is an object containing some
data about an event or person, while reCORD refers
to the action of making such an object. However,
English stress is unlike French obstruent voicing in
that it is largely predictable on the basis of other

information [10]. For example, [3] found that
approximately 75% of English dictionary entries are
stress-initial, and it is likely that the proportion is
much higher in the disyllables learned during early
adolescence [23]. English-learning infants have
formed the generalization that words tend to be
trochaic as early as 9 months of age, as evident from
deploying this generalization for word segmentation
[13]. Thus, English stress exhibits a statistical
default, but a minority of items contrast with the
default.
There is a long-running debate as to the content
of lexical representations in such cases. For
example, one standard position is that items with the
default pattern do not contain any lexical
specification of the relevant property, and it is
derived by the grammar, while items with a nondefault pattern must have it listed in the lexical
representation [18]. We do not address the content of
lexical representations directly here. Rather, we take
up the more empirically accessible question of
whether words with a default stress pattern are more
easily learned than those with a non-default stress
pattern.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
2.1. Learning the grammar of stress

Constraint-based phonology has ushered in a new
era for phonological acquisition. Work by Tesar and
coleagues has illustrated how many grammatical
generalizations can be acquired from surface
evidence alone [25]. In the domain of stress
learning, constraints have been proposed to generate
a broad subset of all attested stress patterns [7, 14].
Recent work has addressed the learning of stress
patterns, a difficult problem owing to 'hidden
structure' -- metrical units such as feet that are
believed not to be overt in the signal [11, 12, 20]. It
is not clear how relevant most of this work is for
English, since it focuses only on languages with
predictable stress. Fortunately, what matters here is
the simple generalization that English prefers
trochees over iambs, and that is easy to learn [23].
2.2. Word learning

Recent years have seen a surge of research on wordlearning [25]. We have learned that sleep facilitates

lexicalization [5], and that the nature of the
exposure and subsequent usage strongly conditions
properties of the lexical representation [15]. Of
greater relevance for the present study, there have
been a number of studies on how specific linguistic
properties of a word's form affect the ease with
which it is learned.
Perhaps the most well-known result is that
learning a novel form-meaning association is
difficult for young children if the form is very
similar to a familiar word (e.g. ball blocks gall,
[25]). Prior exposure to the form in a segmentation
task supports word-learning [8], and Fennell has has
argued convincingly for a resource limitations
account (e.g. [6]). Thus, one might be tempted to
hypothesize that early word-learners are at an overall
disadvantage in learning words that are similar to
familiar forms.
This hypothesis is not consistent with the results
of a series of studies by Storkel and colleagues, who
Invoking the conceptual distinction between
phonotactic typicality and nonword density, [21, 22].
A nonword is phonotactically typical if it is
composed of high-frequency subsequences, and it is
in a high-density neighborhood if there are several
existing words differing only in a single sound
(typical-high: [pim], atypical-low: [waf], typicallow: [han], atypical-high [hif]). Aside from the
expected effect of exposure frequency, [21] found a
facilitatory effect of neighborhood density, but an
inhibitory effect of phonotactic typicality in adult
learners. An analogous dissociation is reported in
[22] for early child learners.
In the case of English disyllables, trochaic stress
is clearly more phonotactically typical. By analogy
with [21], we might expect adult learners to be
disadvantaged
at
learning
form-meaning
associations for the phonotactically typical pattern
(trochaic stress) relative to the atypical (iambic
stress) pattern. That is the prediction tested here.
3. METHODS
3.1. Participants

Native speakers of English (n=22) were recruited
from the UCLA Linguistics/Psychology subject
pool. Language background was assessed by a
detailed survey; speakers were not excluded if they
had additional languages, but only if they were not
exposed to English from birth.
3.2. Stimuli

The nonwords consisted of 20 CVCVC forms that
were phonotactically acceptable with both trochaic
and iambic stress, e.g. /pɛʃɪf/, trochaic --> [ ˈp ɛʃəf],

iambic --> [pəˈʃɪf]. To distinguish whether any
word-learning effects derive specifically from stress,
or from phonotactic probability more generally, a
phonotactic z-score was calculated. The log
probability of a pronounced form was calculated as
the average log probability assigned by syllabic
bigram model and the syllabic parser of [2], which
were the two best models for predicting wellformedness judgments of licit items in a recent
'bake-off' [4]. The phonotactic z-score of a form was
calculated from the mean and deviation of a larger
set of 240 CVCV and CVCVC nonwords developed
in a pilot experiment.
Table 1: Target nonwords, with phonotactic zscores.

UR

trochee

/fomɜ˞k/ [ˈfomɚk ]

z_plog iamb

z_plog

1.71

[fəˈmɜ˞k]

0.21

/fumos/

[ˈfumos]

0.53

[fəˈmos]

1.36

/gɛmɪf/

[ˈgɛməf]

0.16

[gəˈmɪf]

-2.01

/giʃʌb/

[ˈgiʃəb]

-0.50

[gɪˈʃʌb]

-2.15

/jalam/

[ˈjaləm ]

0.51

[jəˈlam]

0.17

/ddʒɪbok/ [ˈddʒɪbok]

-1.40

[ddʒɪˈbok]

0.05

/kɛpʊk/

[ˈkɛpək]

0.21

[kəˈpʊk]

1.09

/lɛbɪθ/

[ˈlɛbəθ]

-0.46

[ləˈbɪθ]

0.28

/lotdʃɪb/

[ˈlotdʃəb]

-0.02

[ləˈtdʃɪb]

-1.51

/mafɪm/

[ˈmafəm]

0.50

[məˈfɪm]

-0.72

/netdʃiv/

[ˈnetdʃəv]

0.30

[nəˈtdʃiv]

0.38

/nɜ˞mɪb/ [ˈnɜ˞məb] -0.75

[nɚˈmɪb]

-0.46

/pɛʃɪf/

[ˈpɛʃəf]

-0.73

[pəˈʃɪf]

-0.32

/pogaf/

[ˈpogəf]

0.56

[pəˈgaf]

-1.14

/posuk/

[ˈposək]

0.91

[pəˈsuk]

-1.01

/ræsɪm/

[ˈræsɪm]

2.52

[rəˈsɪm]

1.90

/ʃɛpof/

[ˈʃɛpəf]

-0.26

[ʃəˈpof]

0.09

/teðin/

[ˈteðɪn]

0.61

[təˈðin]

-1.17

/vaθig/

[ˈvaθɪg]

-1.84

[vəˈθig]

-1.59

/zɛdug/

[ˈzɛdəg]

-1.32

[zəˈdug]

-0.50

The auditory stimuli were produced by a
phonetically trained female native speaker of
American English (Midwestern dialect). She
produced the tokens in Table 1 with each stress
pattern, including unstressed vowel reduction.
The visual stimuli consisted of a set of 'alien
pictures' designed for word-learning studies [9].

Figure 1: Example of an alien picture.

3.3. Procedure

After completing the language background survey
and consenting, participants were seated at a testing
station, and put on sound-cancelling headphones.
They completed a multi-stage word-learning and
-testing protocol.
Exposure I. Listeners were exposed to nonwordpicture pairing. Trials began with a fixation cross
(300 ms) followed by the alien picture, which stayed
on screen for 3 s. The training token was embedded
in a carrier phrase and played twice, once at the
onset of the visual stimulus, and once halfway
through the trial (e.g. This is a [ˈgɛməf].. This is a
[ˈgɛməf]). There were 2 blocks, with 1 trial for each
alien/name pair per block in random order.
Nonword recall. Listeners were tested on their
ability to remember the forms of exposed alien
names. Trials began with a fixation cross, followed
by auditory presentation of the test token. Listeners
were instructured to press YES (keypad 's') if they
had heard the nonword during Exposure I, and NO
(keypad 'k') otherwise. All 20 exposed alien names
and 20 prosodically-matched foils were presented in
random order. (The foils were drawn from the same
pool of CVCVC forms as the alien names, and were
recorded in the same recording session.)
Nonword repetition. Listeners repeated alien
names and foils out loud after auditory presentation.
This production data is not analyzed here.
Exposure II. The procedure was similar to
Exposure I, except that the name was presented just
once, in isolation, and then the listener was asked to
repeat the alien name (e.g. [ˈgɛm əf].. _____); and
there was only one block. This production data is not
analyzed here.

Picture identification. Listeners were presented
auditorily with an alien name, and were asked to
select the corresponding alien picture from among 4
options. Trials began with a fixation cross (300 ms),
after which four alien pictures were displayed in the
four quadrants of the screen. Listeners pressed
corner keys on the keypad to indicate their selection.
All 20 alien names were presented once each. Each
corner was the correct answer an equal number of
times, and the occurrence of each alien picture in
each position was counterbalanced.
Picture naming with feedback. Listeners were
presented with an alien picture, and were asked to
say the alien name aloud. After 5 seconds, the
correct response was presented auditorily. All 20
alien pictures were presented once each. This
production data is not analyzed here.
Picture naming. The procedure was the same as
in the preceding set, except the correct name was not
supplied. This production data is not analyzed here.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Results

Nonword recall results. The nonword recall
responses were subjected to a logistic mixed-effects
regression using stress pattern as the fixed effect,
with random intercepts for listener and item. Stress
pattern was not significant (=0.32, p>0.272). The
percent familiar responses are shown in Fig. 2, as a
function of stress pattern and actual familiarity.
Picture identification results. The picture
identification responses were subjected to a logistic
mixed-effects regression using stress pattern as the
fixed effect, with random intercepts for listener.
Stress pattern was highly significant (=1.24,
p<.001), with a greater rate of correct responses in
the trochaic condition. The percent correct responses
are shown for both conditions in Fig. 3.
The same analyses were conducted with the
phonotactic z scores (scalar) instead of stress
(binary). These results are not reported, since the
phonotactic coefficient was not significantly
different than 0 in either case, and the resulting
models had considerably lower (poorer) loglikelihoods and BICs.
In summary, the form-level property of stress did
not affect performance on nonword recall (a formlevel task). However, stress did affect performance
on picture identification, an index of the association
between form and meaning.

Figure 2: Proportion correct on targets vs. foils.
(NB Correct response is 'familiar' for a target, but
'unfamiliar' a foil.)

Figure 3: Percentage of correct picture
identification in iambic vs. trochaic condition.

4.2. Discussion

These results complement and extend previous
results on the interaction between word-learning and
grammar learning throughout the lifespan. Previous
work has shown that the complete absence of lexical
stress results in an inability to remember lexical
stress in online experiments [16]. Other work has
considered how a learner might discover that a
phonological property is lexically contrastive,
although that has largely been at the level of
segmental contrasts [25]. Still other work has

considered the role of relative phonotactic typicality
during word-learning, again mostly at the segmental
level [21, 22]. However, comparatively little work
has considered the acquisition of stress contrasts
when there is a strong statistical tendency or
grammatical default in the language. This is exactly
the case with English, which strongly prefers
trochaic stress in disyllables, but nevertheless allows
iambic stress in a significant minority of forms.
The present study suggests that listeners are
specifically advantaged at learning a novel formmeaning association when the form exhibits the
grammatical default -- in this case, trochaic stress.
No such advantage was seen in nonword recall.
This suggests that non-default phonological
properties are not harder to encode per se. The
'phonological loop' that is thought to underlie the
acquisition of novel wordforms is believed to rely on
an auditory buffer with a memory on the order of a
few seconds [1]. The phonological loop relies on
phonological encoding of speech; subvocal
'rehearsal' of a novel form allows it to be retained as
long as attention is not diverted to new stimuli.
However, nonword recall cannot rely on short-term
memory representations only, since the test occurs
several minutes after the initial exposure, and after
many intervening stimuli. It seems reasonable to
suppose that nonword recall relies on some kind of
intermediate-term memory of the phonologically
encoded form [19].
The contrast between default and non-default
items is only apparent in the picture identification
task, which assesses the extent to which the formmeaning association has been learned. The most
reasonable interpretation for this finding is that nondefault phonological properties require additional
cognitive resources to bind to a semantic
representation, and that is why the binding process is
evidently more successful for English trochaic
disyllables than iambic ones. Though highly
speculative, this interpretation is at least consistent
with so-called 'underspecification' theories, which
posit that only non-default phonological information
is stored in lexical representations [16, 18]. An
additional point in favor of this interpretation is the
fact that the binary variable of stress predicted
picture identification accuracy better than the
gradient measure of phonotactic typicality.
Representations are expected to contain binary
features, whereas gradient effects are expected to fall
out from processing.
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